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Abstract:
The Cultural Heritage (CH) community is one of the most active in the realisation

of aggregative data infrastructures (ADIs). ADIs provide tools to integrate data sources
to form uniform and richer information spaces. The realisation of ADIs for CH must
be based on technology capable of coping with complex interoperability issues and
sustainability issues. In this paper, we present the D-NET Software Toolkit framework and
services, devised for the realisation of sustainable and customisable ADIs. In particular,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of D-NET in the CH scenario by describing its usage
in the realisation of a real-case ADI for the EC project Heritage of the People’s Europe
(HOPE). The HOPE ADI uses D-NET to implement a two-phase metadata conversion
methodology that addresses data interoperability issues while facilitating sustainability
by encouraging participation of data sources.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, the multi-disciplinary character
of science and the need of researchers to gain
immediate access to research material often led to the
realisation of so-called aggregative data infrastructures
(ADIs). These are here intended as information systems
where organisations (e.g. research centres, universities,

industries) can find the tools to integrate their data
sources to form uniform and richer information spaces
and support their communities with enhanced access
services to such content. In particular, ADIs offer
functionality for (i) the collection and processing of
metadata descriptions of files (digital objects) in order
to populate a uniform aggregated information space
and (ii) the provision of the information space to
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humans, via web portals, and machines, via standard
APIs. On the one hand, one major challenge for ADI
designers and developers is to provide tools capable of
dealing with several interoperability issues derived by
the mismatch between the aggregated information space
and the data sources; e.g. export protocols, structure
and semantics of metadata, physical representation. On
the other hand, another grand challenge is to realise
ADIs capable of coping with the dynamic and complex
requirements of research communities, whose needs in
terms of content, functionality, and quality of service
tend to vary along time, as science evolves. Indeed,
software and system refinements prove to be as expensive
as necessary for the ADI to grow and be up to the
challenge of its community. Therefore, the adoption of
the proper enabling technology plays a crucial role for
the sustainability of an ADI. Such technology should
minimise the cost of design and development required to
realise, operate, and modify data infrastructures.

The D-NET Software Toolkit (Manghi et al., 2010c)
(D-NET Lab, 2009) was specifically realised to facilitate
designers and developers in the construction and
maintenance of ADIs. D-NET implements an open
source service-oriented framework where services for the
collection, processing and provision of metadata and
files from a set of data sources can be customised
and combined to implement the internal workflows
of ADIs. As proven by the several installations
and adoption in a number of European projects –
DRIVER (DRIVER, 2007), DRIVER II, OpenAIRE,
OpenAIREplus (OpenAIRE, 2010), EFG, EFG1914
(Artini et al., 2013) (EFG, 2010), ESPAS (ESPAS, 2012)
– ADIs realised with D-NET are easily customisable,
extensible, scalable, and sustainable (Manghi et al.,
2010a).

In this work we focus on the Cultural Heritage
(CH) domain, which is certainly one of the most
active in the operation of ADIs (Blanke, 2010) (Wang
et al., 2012). The increased availability of CH digital
content raised a natural need to deliver ADIs for
the integration and delivery of such content to wider
research, academic, and public communities (Cucchiara
et al., 2012) (Loebbecke and Thaller, 2011); examples
are the ADIs supported by Europeana (Europeana
Foundation, 2009) and its satellite projects. Facilitating
content interoperability, which naturally surfaces in a
social environment (Alemu et al., 2012), is certainly one
of the main challenges in CH, e.g. CIDOC approach
(Doerr, 2003) (Stasinopoulou et al., 2007), and in
constructing ADIs. In particular, the realisation of
ADIs for CH carries a higher level complexity on
this respect when compared to other disciplines. The
reason is the high degree of heterogeneity brought in by
CH communities (Papatheodorou, 2012) (McDonough,
2008), which are typically formed by groups of sub-
communities whose research focuses may diverge but
require to be connected to enable better science. Their
metadata is not only syntactically and semantically

heterogeneous, but multilingual, semantically rich, and
highly interconnected.

In this paper, we show how the D-NET Software
Toolkit can be an ideal candidate to satisfy the
interoperability and sustainability requirements of ADIs
for CH. Specifically, we show how its services can be
used to implement a two-phase metadata conversion
methodology which softens the interoperability issues
arising in CH scenarios featuring highly heterogeneous
data sources. To this aim, Section 2 presents the
evolving requirements surfacing when realising ADIs
and the sustainability issues they entail for supporting
organisations. Section 3 describes the D-NET Software
Toolkit framework and services for the construction of
ADIs for CH. Finally, in Section 4 we describe how
D-NET is used to instantiate a two-phase conversion
ADI in the context of The Heritage of the People’s
Europe (HOPE) project (HOPE, 2011). The objective
of the HOPE ADI is to offer a unique entry point to
digital objects for the social and labour history from
the 18th to the 21st century in Europe. It federates
digital object collections from several major European
institutions in the field. HOPE is an exceptionally
representative scenario of CH’s richness, since social and
labour history covers a wide range of digital objects,
such as documentaries, pictures, drawings, and archival
documents, in turn described by highly heterogeneous
metadata representations.

2 Aggregative Data Infrastructures

In the last few years, an increasing number of research
communities started federating their data sources into
ADIs. A high-level functional architecture of ADIs is
shown in Figure 1: ADIs are intended here as systems
capable of collecting metadata records and files relative
to objects stored in a set of heterogeneous data sources,
in order to construct an homogeneous information space
of metadata records conforming to a common data model
(Stasinopoulou et al., 2007). On top of the resulting
information space, ADIs provide community services
that support advanced access to the aggregated data;
e.g. cross-source search and browse, cross-source object
interlinking, standard API exports, etc. ADIs typically
focus on metadata aggregation and realise information
spaces whose data can be used to cross-search over
files which are kept at their original locations. In some
scenarios, the files may be collected or uploaded in an
ADI, which may offer services for digital preservation
(Cramer and Kott, 2010; Li and Banach, 2011) or
services for feature/information extraction.

In the following we shall describe the functional areas
of ADIs and the two main challenges to be tackled
when realising such systems: data interoperability and
curation, and coping with evolving requirements.
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Figure 1 Aggregative Data Infrastructures

2.1 Functional areas of ADIs

The high level architecture in Figure 1 shows how ADIs
can be conceived as a set of components organised in five
functional areas:

Data mediation area. Components in this area are
capable of managing a set of external data sources and
of collecting metadata records and files compliant to
different data models and formats.

Data storage and indexing area. Components in
this area manage storage and access to collection of
objects conforming to a given data model. Examples
are: an index component handling Dublin Core metadata
objects (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, 2008), a
storage component for the preservation of large
collections of video files or metadata records.

Data conversion area. Components in this area offer
functionality for processing metadata records and files.
Examples are: transformation from one data model
into another (e.g., from DOC payload objects to PDF,
from MARC (Library of Congress, 2005) metadata
records to Dublin Core’s), extraction of information from
objects (e.g., extracting histograms from image payloads,
extracting full-text from PDF files, inferring language
from text).

Data curation area. Components in this area provide
data curators, i.e. administrators of the ADI, with
tools to enrich, update, insert and delete objects of
the information space, exploiting feedback from data
source managers. This area may include components
for the evaluation assessment and monitoring of the
aggregative information space (Fenlon et al., 2012),
providing data curators with feedbacks to improve
conversion workflows. Moreover, components for the
validation of objects w.r.t. content quality policies can
also be provided, to serve data source managers at
improving their local collections.

Data provision area. Components in this area allow
third-party applications to access objects in the storage
area according to standard APIs; e.g., OAI-PMH (Carl
Lagoze and Herbert Van de Sompel, 2003), OAI-ORE
(Lagoze and Van de Sompel, 2006), FTP, WSDL/SOAP,
SRW, REST.

2.2 Data interoperability and curation

ADIs collect from data sources, through standard APIs,
files and relative metadata records. In the following
we shall focus on XML metadata data sources, that is
data sources exporting their content as XML metadata
records in XML format, but similar reasonings can
be applied when other formats are available. For
example RDF in its various manifestations, from OAI-
ORE (Hunter and Lagoze, 2001) to the new trend of
LinkedData in CH (Hyvönen, 2012) (Haslhofer et al.,
2010), (Isaac et al., 2012). Metadata records are on-
the-wire representations of data conforming to the data
source data model. The ADI information space contains
data conforming to the given common data model
whose physical representation may be based on several
standard storage solutions, such as relational databases,
graph stores, full-text indices, XML native stores,
etc. ADIs must therefore provide tools to overcome
two main interoperability barriers: the definition of
structural/semantic mappings from data source data
models onto ADI common data model and the definition
of physical mappings from XML metadata records to
ADI storage data representation. Specifically, the design
and implementation of ADIs must face the following
technical interoperability challenges (Manghi et al.,
2010a):

Mediation interoperability. Data sources may
export metadata and files according to different standard
protocols. Typically, ADIs solve this issue by natively
supporting standard exchange protocols, such as OAI-
PMH, FTP, HTTP, and including services capable of
collecting and storing data locally.

Representation interoperability. As mentioned
above, collected metadata records are encoded in XML
while data in the ADI information space may not
necessarily be stored in the same way. Conversion
software must therefore encode both logical and physical
mappings from XML records onto information space
objects. Typically, ADIs facilitate this task by defining a
common XML schema for representing the information
space data model. This leaves the logical mappings
at the level of XML schemas, where XSLT mappings
can be flexibly and more easily defined for each data
source. Physical mappings, i.e. code to transform XML
records into information space objects, is written only
once. Figure 2 exemplifies the described approach.
The data source adopts the MARC data model and
delivers metadata records as MARC-XML files. The
ADI information space adopts the Dublin Core data
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Figure 2 Interoperability of metadata representation

model and represents Dublin Core objects as “indexable
Dublin Core documents”. In order to aggregate records
from the data source, the ADI is configured to collect
and transform each MARC-XML record onto a DC-
XML record; then, to convert the resulting DC-XML
record into its corresponding index representation.

Structural and semantic interoperability of
metadata. Collected metadata records are encoded
in XML but according to structure (XML schemas)
and semantics (e.g. vocabularies, value formats) which
differ from data source to data source. Semantics
and structure depend on the data source data model,
i.e. the entities and relationships used to describe
or contextualise the digital objects at hand, but
also on the underlying storage platform. Typically,
ADIs solve this issue by including services capable
of mapping input XML metadata records onto XML
records conforming to the common metadata schema.
Such mappings (e.g. XSLT scripts, executable code)
are implemented by data curators who define structural
(e.g. paths to paths) and semantic (e.g. vocabulary
terms to vocabulary terms) correspondences inspired
by feedback from data source managers. We can
distinguish between two main approaches: format-to-
format mappings, via XSLT or executable code, and
format-to-common ontology mappings, which indirectly
enable inter-format mappings (Gaitanou et al., 2012).

Granularity interoperability of metadata. By
granularity we mean the level of data model detail
represented by one XML metadata record. In some
cases each record represents one entity of the model
(e.g. a Dublin Core record represents and describes
one publication entity), in other cases it may represent
more entities possibly with relationships between them.
For example, one ESE (Europeana Foundation, 2012)
record can represent a set of entities, while an EAD
(Library of Congress, 2002) record may represent a
hierarchy of entities, as depicted in Figure 3. Since
structural and semantic mappings for XML records
apply at the level of the individual entities (i.e. one
record represents one entity), in such cases further
services are required to unpackage records in order to
single out the XML representation of the entities before
applying the mappings.

Figure 3 Achieving granularity interoperability

Manipulation of information spaces. The ADI
common data model is typically defined to minimise
information loss w.r.t. the collected data and relative
data models, but also maximise the quality and richness
of the generated metadata records (e.g. entity properties
should rarely have missing values). In some cases, the
model includes attributes whose values may be derived
by extracting information from the metadata records
(e.g. mining attribute values and relationships between
records to infer further values or relationships) or from
the files described by such records (e.g. histograms
from images, keywords from text documents). Typically,
ADIs solve this issues by including services capable of
processing the collected data to enrich the quality of the
records in the information space. Moreover, collecting
objects from several data sources may lead to duplication
of content, whenever different sources keep information
about the same entities. In such cases, de-duplication
actions, i.e. merge metadata records describing the same
object into one, may be necessary to disambiguate the
information space. To this regard, ADIs may include
de-duplication services specifically devised to exploit
attributes and relationships of a record to identify and
(semi-)automatically merge similar records.

2.3 Evolving requirements

Organisations willing to realise ADIs must be able
to sustain the initial design and development cost,
plus the refinement costs made necessary by further
changes required by the operative ADIs. Indeed, ADIs
are often characterised by highly evolving requirements
in terms of content, functionality, and Quality of Service
(QoS). On the content side examples are changes to
the common metadata model, new mappings required to
handle interoperability with new joining data sources,
etc. On the functionality side examples are changes in the
data management workflows, new services to integrate
missing functionality, etc. For example, a workflow for
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collection, conversion, storage, and indexing may turn
into a workflow for collection, storage, conversion, and
indexing workflow, to make the index more efficiently
re-generated when changing the mappings. On the QoS
side, management of storage and index replicas may be
required to ensure robustness and availability.

Most ADI enabling software in the literature
are designed to tackle very precise data aggregation
scenarios and can hardly be re-used in different contexts
and domains, examples are the projects Multimatch
(Amato et al., 2009), KEEP (KEEP Consortium, 2009),
MICHAEL (MICHAEL Culture Association, 2005),
DARIAH (Blanke and Hedges, 2008) and CLARIN
(Váradi et al., 2008). This is due to the overall absence
of general purpose software for ADIs, which leads
organisations to face the high cost for the realisation
of their ADIs from scratch and in a very pragmatic
way. The typical approach is the integration of existing
open source technologies and products, such as OAI-
PMH aggregators (DLXS (University of Michigan, 2006),
Repox (Reis et al., 2009)), full-text indices (Apache
Lucene and Solr (Apache.org, 2011)), XML stores
(e.g. eXistdb (exist Solutions, 2012), Sedna (Institute
for System Programming RAS, 2011)), etc. As a
consequence, the result are ADIs which very efficiently
address their initial requirements, but involve high
refinement and maintenance costs whenever the dynamic
requirements described above must be satisfied. In many
cases, organisations must face the trade-off between
refinement costs and end-user satisfaction.

2.4 Software systems for the realisation of ADIs

The realisation of ADIs is not trivial in terms of
technical expertise, development and maintenance costs.
The traditional approach of creating “from scratch”
such infrastructures turns out to be not affordable
in the majority of cases (Manghi et al., 2010c).
Typically, developers re-use existing software products
and code interoperability layers to implement their
integration into an ADI. Such solutions are hardly re-
usable in different ADI contexts and are in general
not sustainable in terms of software maintenance (e.g.
lack of documentation and continuity) and integration
of new functionalities (Manghi et al., 2010a). As
a reaction to such drawbacks, research in the e-
Infrastructure field started investigations on software
systems specifically designed to support the creation
of ADIs (Candela et al., 2013; Manghi et al., 2010a).
Typically, such software systems implement modules
supporting general-purpose functional patterns for data
collection, processing, storage and provision in order to
allow developers to build ADIs by re-using, customising,
and pipe-lining functionalities into workflows to meet
the specific community needs. Examples of such systems,
focusing on metadata collection are SYNAT (Mazurek
et al., 2013) (Rosiek et al., 2013), CORE (Knoth
and Zdrahal, 2012), and MoRe, i.e. the Monument
Repository (Dimitris Gavrilis, 2013). SYNAT and

CORE offer advanced and configurable services for the
construction of ADIs for the scholarly communication
(Castelli et al., 2013), i.e. aggregation and curation
of metadata collected from heterogeneous publication
repositories. As such, they would be too limited to
realise the expected ADI features. MoRe was devised
within the CARARE project (Papatheodorou et al.,
2011), i.e. an aggregator of archaeological data providers
for Europeana, in order to offer ADI construction
capabilities for archaeological content, e.g. sites and
monuments information. To this aim, MoRe implements
(micro-)services for metadata ingestion, mapping, OAIS-
compliant preservation, geo-data curation, quality
monitoring and semantic enrichment. Services can
be flexibly customised and combined into autonomic
workflows, but their functionalities are tailored to the
realisation of ADIs for archelogical archives.

To our knowledge, the literature does not report on
“enabling software” for the construction of ADIs for
CH, but rather on ad-hoc software solutions to serve
specific ADI use-cases or classes of ADIs in this domain.
The D-NET Software Toolkit, described in the following
section, was first developed to address use cases similar
to those targeted by SYNAT and CORE. The first ADIs
based on D-NET was realised in 2007 for the EC-founded
project DRIVER (Digital Repository Infrastructure
Vision for Europe) (Feijen et al., 2007), whose aim was
to aggregate from institutional repositories all across
Europe, metadata about scientific articles. Since then,
D-NET has been extended and evolved in order to satisfy
the requirements of other types of community, such as
those in the cultural heritage and scientific data.

3 The D-NET Software Toolkit

In this section we present the D-NET Software Toolkit
(D-NET Lab, 2009)(Manghi et al., 2010b) and show how
it covers the technical challenges described in Section
2. D-NET is an open source, general-purpose software
conceived to enable the construction and operation
of ADIs, based on given initial requirements, and to
facilitate their evolution along time to satisfy future
requirements. D-NET implements a service-oriented
framework based on standards, namely Web Services
with SOAP and REST APIs, where ADIs can be
constructed in a LEGO-like approach, by selecting,
customising, and properly combining D-NET services.
The resulting ADIs are run-time systems which can be
flexibly re-configured and extended (e.g. new services
can be integrated), and can scale in terms of storage
and workload (e.g. storage and index replicas can be
maintained and deployed on remote nodes to tackle
multiple concurrent accesses or very-large data size).

D-NET offers a rich and expandable set of services
targeting data collection, processing, storage, indexing,
curation and provision aspects. Services are defined to be
modular, configurable (e.g. by data model), and designed
to be included as steps of configurable pipelines i.e.
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Figure 4 The D-NET services

they implement common data exchange interfaces. As
such they can be customised and combined to meet the
data workflow requirements of a target user community.
Moreover, they can be partly or fully replicated and
distributed over different servers depending on the QoS
needs of the specific community. In general, multiple
instances of a service improve fault tolerance, reduce
the overload of each instance, and make it possible to
dynamically re-organise the environment when a server
is not reachable. Figure 4, illustrates the D-NET data
management services, some of which realised in the
context of the HOPE project, and how these implement
the high-level architecture and functionalities of ADIs.

Data Mediation Area. Services in this area are
capable of managing (register and de-register to the
ADI) a set of available external data sources and
of collecting their objects. D-NET offers services for
on-demand and programmatic data collection based
on the following standard protocols: OAI-PMH, FTP,
FTPS (FTP over SSL/TSL), SFTP (SSH File Transfer
Protocol), HTTP/HTTPS.

Data Storage and Indexing Area. Services in this
area manage storage and access for files and metadata
records. Services offer various data storage supports,
abstracting over relational databases (Postgres), file
storage (MongoDB (MongoDB, 2012) or standard file
system), full-text indices (Apache Solr (Apache.org,
2011)), column stores (Apache HBASE (The Apache
Software Foundation, 2013)), and metadata store
(abstraction on top of file storage services). Developers
can configure and choose the most proper storage based
on the functional requirements and the common data
model of the ADI at hand.

Data Conversion Area. Services in this area offer
functionalities to convert input XML metadata records,
regardless of the structure and semantics of their

schemas, and files, regardless of their storage formats,
and produce list of output XML records.

The Transformation Service can be configured
to transform metadata records from one schema to
another (e.g. from MARC to Dublin Core) given
XSLT mappings. D-NET data managers can create,
update, and remove such mappings and configure the
service to apply one mapping to a given input (e.g. a
metadata store) at given time intervals. Mappings are
therefore persisted and available for re-use by other data
managers and across different crosswalks. Note that data
managers, possibly supported by experts in the fields,
are also in charge of verifying the quality/effectiveness
of the mappings and eventually of their refinement.
In particular, in the case of one-to-one mappings
between XML records, D-NET provides Transformation
Services with end-user interfaces for the aided-creation
of mappings in the style of Repox (Reis et al., 2009)
and other similar tools – the service was developed
at the University of Bielefeld (ref. Jochen Shirrwagen
and Friedrich Summann). In general, transformation
mappings between different formats can be transitively
combined to obtain indirect metadata conversions.

The Metadata Cleaner Service harmonizes values
in metadata records based on a set of thesauri. A
D-NET thesaurus consists of a vocabulary that is a
list of authoritative terms together with associations
between terms and their synonyms. Data curators –
typically based on instructions from data providers and
domain experts – are provided with user interfaces
to create/remove vocabularies and edit them to
add/remove new terms and their synonyms. Given a
metadata format, the Metadata Cleaner Service can be
configured to associate the metadata fields to specific
vocabularies. The Service, provided records conforming
to the metadata format, processes the records to clean
field values according to the given associations between
fields and vocabularies. Specifically, field values are
replaced by a vocabulary term only if the value falls in
the synonym list for the term. If no match is found,
the field is marked as “invalid”. The “invalid” mark
is exploited by the Content Checker Service (see Data
Curation Area) to help data manager at refining the
thesauri or data providers at improving the quality of
their data.

The metadata record conversion suite is completed
by (Un)Packaging Services which solve granularity issues
by (un)packaging XML records (one-to-many and many-
to-one conversions) based on a number of (un)packaging
modules (business logic) to be made available by data
managers. Such modules go beyond the limits of XSLT
and can integrate Java business logic.

Finally, the Feature Extraction Service can perform
information extraction from files, be them XML records
or other formats, according to given algorithms. The
result is a list of corresponding XML records containing
the information inferred from each file, to be used for
application specific purposes. For example, extraction
algorithms may infer the language of the text in PDF
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files; the languages resulting from batch-processing a list
of PDFs could be set as input of the Packaging Service
together with the related metadata records, in order
to create a version of the descriptions inclusive of the
inferred languages.

Data Curation Area. Services in this area offer
functionalities for data curation and enrichment. The
Content Checker Service provides data curators with
an overview of the information space, where they can
search ad browse records and verify the correctness of the
conversion phase (e.g. no mapping mistakes or semantic
inconsistencies, no records marked as “invalid” by the
Metadata Cleaner Service). Upon positive verification of
the records in the Information Space, data curators can
mark the content from a given data source as visible to
the public.

The Metadata Editor Service allows data curators to
add, edit and delete metadata records once they have
been aggregated in the information space. The service
takes as input the schema of the information space,
which describes record properties as well as relationships
between records, and respecting its structure enables
edit actions such as changing record property values or
creating relationships between records. Data curators
are supposed to be experts in the application domain
at hand. They are associated to the edit actions
they apply, hence fully responsible for the quality and
authoritativeness of such updates. The service acts as
a “record patcher”, meaning that changes are persisted
independently from the edited records to be applied
to the last available version of the records (e.g. last
harvested and transformed) before these are streamed to
the next step in a workflow. This particular need derives
from the aggregative scenario, which requires frequent
“data refresh” operations, i.e. re-collection of data from
original data sources. Since original records may change
from different refreshes, the service ensures that the last
version of the data is always available and that data
curators updates are applied on top of that.

The De-duplication Service (Manghi and Mikulicic,
2011) allows data curators to disambiguate (BigData)
information spaces by merging duplicate records and
operates with parallel Map Reduce jobs over the Column
Store Service. The service identifies and returns the
groups of records candidate for merging – i.e. equivalent
records, in the sense they represent the same real-
world entity – based on sorted neighbourhood algorithm
with blocking and a record similarity function that is
configurable by data curators. It analyses a collection
of records with identical structure, namely a flat list of
repeatable fields, based on a configuration of blocking
and similarity functions, and a similarity measure
threshold (i.e. 0 . . . 1). Typically, the De-duplication
Service is fed with surrogates of the information space
records that consist of the identifier and the record
properties suitable to calculate a similarity distance. The
actual merge of similar records in the information space

is left to software developed by ADI developers, since the
strategy cannot be captured by generic templates.

D-NET was extended in HOPE to include the Record
Tagging Service, which allows data curators to bulk-
tag a group of objects in the information space with
the purpose of object categorization. The service can be
configured to include user-defined classification schemes
and relative categories, identified by tags. It provides
data curators with a virtual environment where they can
(i) search and browse to identify the sets of objects they
believe should belong or not belong to a given category,
identified by a tag, (ii) eventually perform the tagging
and untagging actions required to assign or remove the
intended category to such a set, and (iii) preview the
effects of their actions before making the changes visible
to the end-users.

Finally, D-NET services for measuring metadata
quality w.r.t. given guidelines are available but only
for the Dublin Core format (developed by the Madgik
Team, Computer Science Department of the University
of Athens). The extension of such services to cover
arbitrary metadata formats is in the plan.

Data Provision Area. Services in this area allow
third-party applications to access objects via standard
APIs. D-NET currently supports the following provision
protocols: OAI-PMH (enabling harvester to access
metadata records), SRW, REST and WSDL/SOAP
(enabling third party applications, such as portals, to
perform queries on D-NET indices).

User Interface Services can be used to automatically
generate templates of portals based on a given XML
schema, e.g. the ADI common data model, used in one
of the Index Services of the ADI.

Finally, in the context of HOPE D-NET was
extended with Social Network Publishing Services for the
automatic export of videos and pictures towards social
networks. Currently, two exporting modules are available
for YouTube and Flickr, but others can be added in the
future. In HOPE the service is used to publish files whose
metadata records bear a special tag, to be assigned by
data curators via the Record Tagging Service.

4 D-NET in the Cultural Heritage

UNESCO’s definition of cultural heritage (UNESCO,
1972) lists a vast number of types of objects preserved
and represented in the archives, libraries and museums:
some examples are paintings, buildings, landscapes,
pictures, posters, sculptures, documents. Integrating
and interlinking such objects represents a field of
research and offers new opportunities of investigation to
scientists.

Social history is an important field of the CH
domain. Most of the social history collections are about
movements and people who opposed the state, capitalism
and the established order, such as trade unions, left-
wing political parties, revolutionaries, anarchists, but
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also environmental activists, women’s rights movements.
Those activists were persecuted and sometimes they
were forced to leave their countries. Therefore, archives
and libraries with materials about the opposition to
the state were often smuggled out to foreign countries,
in order to keep them safe from confiscation and
destruction. As a consequence, a lot of social history
material is today preserved by small, independent
archives, libraries and research institutions all across
Europe, rather than by national repositories.

The virtual integration of those scattered collections
is very attractive for historians, who usually need to
consult tens of different and geographically distributed
archives and libraries to find materials about their
research topic. Historians could benefit from an
integrated CH information space where it is possible
to consult content of hundreds of archives and libraries
in one click, even accessing to small repositories which
were not previously known by the researcher. For
example, Figure 5 shows a subset of the results of
a search in the Social History Portal (HOPE, 2013)
realized in the context of the HOPE project. The
search is about ”August Bebel”, one of the founders
of the German Social Democratic Party, who lived
from 1840 until 1913. The search returns around 300
documents including images and texts from several
different European institutions. In Figure5 we report
some results from the AMSAB Institute of Social History
in Belgium, the International Institute of Social History
in Netherlands, and the Archiv der Sozialen Demokratie
in Germany. Figure 6 shows instead a collage of the tools
offered by the same portal to allow browsing through
the aggregated objects via a time-view and a map view,
filtering by theme, country, provider, and language.

The Social History Portal accesses the HOPE
information space by exploiting functionalities offered
by the HOPE ADI. Goals and challenges of the HOPE
project are presented in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 describes
how the HOPE ADI addresses those challenges and
implement the functional requirements of the HOPE
community. Details about the approach used to solve
data interoperability issues are given in Section 4.3.
Finally Section 4.4 summarises the achievements of the
HOPE project.

4.1 The HOPE Project: Overview and Challenges

HOPE (Heritage of the People’s Europe, FP7 EU
eContentplus, grant agreement: 250549) (HOPE, 2011)
is a “Best Practice Network” for archives, libraries,
museums and institutions operating in the fields of social
and union history. The goal of the project is providing
a unified access to materials about the European social
and labour history from the 18th to 21st centuries,
proposing guidelines and tools for the management,
aggregation, harmonisation, curation and provision of
digital CH content. Institutions, i.e. content providers,
joining the HOPE network benefit of an advanced,
distributed ADI. The ADI enables them to enhance the

Figure 5 Searching in the Social History Portal: material
preserved by different institutions can be accessed
with one single click

quality and the visibility of the digital cultural objects
preserved in their data sources. At the end of the project,
HOPE will collect metadata records describing around
2,000,000 resources in the CH domain.

The functional requirements of the HOPE community
can be summarised as follows:

• The HOPE ADIs must be able to handle a dynamic
number of content providers and relative data
sources, each delivering XML metadata records of
different formats (i.e. obeying to different XML
schema) and via different export protocols (e.g.
OAI-PMH, FTP, HTTP). Figure 1 summarizes the
heterogeneity of the input data sources.

• The HOPE ADI must minimize the loss of
quality of the aggregated metadata records. As
a consequence, the ADI must adopt a rich data
model that include fields specific to the CH
domain.

• The HOPE ADI must promote the enrichment
of the aggregated metadata records by providing
data curators with tools for metadata curation, i.e.
harmonisation and tagging, and metadata quality
control, i.e. error detection and content checking.

• The aggregated records must be accessible by third
parties via programmatic interfaces in order to
enable the realization of advanced end-user tools,
such as web portals. HOPE records must also be
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Figure 6 Searching in the Social History Portal: material preserved by different institutions can be accessed via a time map
or a geographical visualization
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exported via OAI-PMH in order to be collected by
Europeana.

• The HOPE ADI must be able to publish digital
objects and relative metadata records to social
sites. Each provider must be able to select which
digital objects (among those the provider delivered
to the HOPE ADI) can be published on which
social site.

• The HOPE community wants to improve
the accessibility of the digital objects and
relative metadata records by providing persistent
identifiers where these are missing.

• HOPE partners must be provided with a repository
system they can use to store their digital objects
in case they cannot afford the scalability cost of a
local object file store.

In the next section, we shall describe how the HOPE
ADI implements the above requirements by means
of D-NET services. An exception holds for the last
two requirements for persistent identifiers and digital
object management, which were dealt with by services
developed at IISG in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The
services are not currently part of the D-NET, although
they could be easily integrated in the framework in the
future.

The Persistent Identifier service deals with minting
and maintenance of persistent identifiers. The service
is based on the Handle System (International DOI
Foundation, 2012) and is used by either content
providers or the ADI to assign PIDs to metadata records
and the digital objects they describe. In the first case,
content providers use the service to replace their local
identifiers with PIDs before they export content to the
ADI; in the second case it is the ADI which looks after
local identifiers as provided by the data sources not
falling in the former category and replaces them with
PIDs.

Finally, the so-called Shared Object Repository
(SOR) deals with the management (storage, access, and
conversion) of digital files. HOPE content providers can
deposit their object files into SOR, which automatically
applies conversion algorithms to create files in standard
formats and with sizes suitable for web dissemination.

4.2 The HOPE Aggregative Data Infrastructure

The HOPE ADI is implemented using and extending
with new services the D-NET Software Toolkit. In the
following we shall describe how the D-NET software
is today used to satisfy the functional requirements
described in the previous section in an efficient and
sustainable way.

Content providers and data sources. The ADI
should be able to handle a varying number of content
providers, which may be in turn deliver several data

sources, each dedicated to storage of metadata records
and files relative to different object typologies; e.g. an
institution may offer two data sources, relative to an
archive and a library. Indeed, as it often happens in the
CH domain, content providers may deliver data sources
whose objects belong to diverse sub-communities (in
HOPE’s ADI referred to as profiles), which in HOPE
are: library, archive, visual, audio video. Although a
profile marks a data source as including material of the
same “semantic domain”, distinct data sources of the
same profile may store objects of different formats (e.g.
images, videos, audio, text material) and described by
different data models and relative metadata formats. For
example, librarians may operate data sources containing
files of several formats whose descriptions may conform
to data models such as Dublin Core or MARC and
be exported according to the relative XML metadata
formats. In addition, data sources may export their
content via any standard protocols, such as OAI-PMH,
FTP, etc. Table 1 illustrates the heterogeneity of the
metadata records delivered by content providers to the
HOPE ADI – for more information on the content
providers visit http://www.peoplesheritage.eu/

content/partners.htm. Currently, the ADI registers 14
content providers featuring 128 data sources of different
HOPE profiles and exposing records conforming to
different export formats. In total, data source records
are mapped onto around 2,500,000 records relative to
digital objects and descriptive metadata. This number
is expected to increase as the ADI will attract more
content providers.

Common data model. According to investigations
run by CH experts of the HOPE consortium, the CH
standard data models would be either too specific (e.g.
CIDOC CRM, EAD), i.e. not able capture the diversity
of the four domains, or too generic (e.g. MARC, Dublin
Core) to deliver a concrete and usable ADI. Based on
the four HOPE domain profiles, the HOPE Consortium
defined a common metadata model and its corresponding
XML schema (Lemmens et al., 2011). In order to
capture the commonalities of diverse object domains and
formats, the model has been defined by studying the
characteristics of the four profiles from the perspective of
well-established standard formats in the respective field:
MARCXML for libraries, EAD for archives, EN 15907
for audio video, and LIDO for visual.

As depicted in Figure 7, seven classes of entities
resulted from this process. The Descriptive unit
entity is central and represents descriptions of CH
objects (e.g. date of creation, type of material,
title). Based on the identified profiles, the descriptive
unit class has four subclasses containing properties
that are peculiar to one specific HOPE domain.
Specifically, descriptive properties for the Archive
Unit, Library Unit, AudioVideo Unit and Visual
Unit are obtained respectively from EAD (Library of
Congress, 2002), MARC (Library of Congress, 2005),
EN 15907 (European Committee for Standardization,
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Table 1 Summary of content delivered by providers to the HOPE ADI

2010), and LIDO (ICOM International Committee for
Documentation, 2010). Cross-domain properties are
grouped in the descriptive unit super class. Descriptive
units are related with each other via containment and
sequential relationships so that it is possible to represents
hierarchies of objects (for example a manuscript with
miniatures, where there is a description of the whole
book - the container - and a description of each
miniatures in it) and sequences of objects (for example
the sequence of chapters of a book, where each chapter is
represented by one descriptive unit). The digital resource
entity contains descriptive information about a digital
representation of the object (e.g. the picture of one
side of a coin, the digitised page of a book), technical
information (e.g. an URL to the object), and it has
a relationship to the corresponding descriptive unit.
Digital resources related to the same descriptive units
can express sequential relationships, thus establishing
a “reading path”. Agents are persons having to do
with the lifecycle of a Descriptive unit. For example,
the relationship isPublishedBy can link a descriptive
unit to an agent who is the publisher of the described
object. Themes are thematic headings specific to the
fields of social and labour history. Objects of this
class of entities (i.e. terms of a vocabulary) have been
defined by a group of experts in the social and labour
history domain from the HOPE partners and are used

to add context to Descriptive units. Similarly, Places
and Events are intended as authoritative entities, while
Concepts include any valuable term, collected from the
data sources, that cannot be mapped into an object
of the former classes. Themes, Events, Places, and
Concepts are meant to contextualise Descriptive units
via relationships whose names embody the semantics
of the association. However, since defining common
vocabularies and creating structural and cleaning
mapping from data sources to the objects (terms) of such
classes (vocabularies) has a high complexity, the HOPE
consortium decided to concentrate the attention on
Themes only. This simplification sped up the aggregation
of all data sources for immediate use to the HOPE
community and Europeana. The mappings will be
extended to cover the entities Place, Event, and Concept
in a later stage.

An example of HOPE visual Descriptive unit is
shown in Listing 1. Row 6 (isContainedBy) contains the
handle “http://hdl.handle.net/12345/AAAA”, which is
a reference to the parent metadata record. This
means that the record shown is part of a hierarchy.
Rows 8-14 (isRepresentedBy) bear information about a
digital resource that is related to the current record.
Row 22 (visualUnit) finally contains profile-dependent
information: technicalAttribute and objectName are
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Listing 1 HOPE common metadata format: a sample visual descriptive unit

1 <hopeEntity >

2 <persistentID >http :// hdl.handle.net /12345/ ABCD</persistentID >

3 <localID >CD_12_1_1 </localID >

4 <descriptiveUnit >

5 <europeanaType >SOUND </europeanaType >

6 <isContainedBy >http :// hdl.handle.net /12345/ AAAA</isContainedBy >

7 <isSuppliedBy encoding="ens:dataProvider" label="data provider">

Schweizerisches Sozialarchiv </isSuppliedBy >

8 <isRepresentedBy label="persistent identifier digital object">

9 <rights encoding="ens:right" label="copyright">http :// www.

europeana.eu/rights/rr-f/</rights >

10 <language encoding="dc:language" label="language digital content"

normalised="gsw">gsw</language >

11 <persistentID >http :// hdl.handle.net /12345/ DR</persistentID >

12 <localID >DR1</localID >

13 <type>SOUND</type>

14 </isRepresentedBy >

15 <landingPage encoding="ens:landingPage" label="landingPage" localID="

LP">http :// hdl.handle.net /12345/ LP1</landingPage >

16 <thumbnail encoding="ens:object" label="thumbnail" localID="TH">http

://hdl.handle.net /12345/ TH1</thumbnail >

17 <metadataLanguage encoding="dc:language" label="language metadata"

normalised="deu">ger</metadataLanguage >

18 <title cataloguing="spectrum:title" encoding="lido:titleSet" label="

title" language="deu">Versammlung der Z r c h e r Jugendbewegung vom

1. Juni 1980</title>

19 <date cataloguing="spectrum:object production date" encoding="lido:

eventSet > lido:eventDate" label="object production date"

normalised="1980 -06 -01" script="">1980 -06 -01</date>

20 <provenance cataloguing="spectrum:owner" encoding="lido:eventSet >

lido:eventActor" label="owner">Vollversammlungen Jugendbewegung

Z r i c h </provenance >

21 <domain >

22 <visualUnit >

23 <descriptionLevel encoding="lido:recordType" label="level of

description" normalised="item">item</descriptionLevel >

24 <objectName cataloguing="spectrum:object name" encoding="

lido:objectWorkType" label="object name">Ton</objectName >

25 <technicalAttribute cataloguing="spectrum:technical

attribute" encoding="lido:objectDescriptionSet" label="

technical attribute">intakt </technicalAttribute >

26 </visualUnit >

27 </domain >

28 </descriptiveUnit >

29 </hopeEntity >
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Figure 7 HOPE common metadata model: main entities
and relationships

fields whose semantics are defined by the LIDO encoding
and the SPECTRUM cataloguing scheme.

Information space. The aggregative information
space is populated by collecting and converting metadata
records from HOPE content providers and curated by
HOPE data curators, who can edit/correct metadata
records and tag objects in order to : (i) classify them,
based on a vocabulary of historical themes (defined as
part of the HOPE data model), or (ii) establish which
social networks they should be sent to, based on a list of
social networks. The information space is searchable and
browsable by end-users from the project web portal (the
Social History Portal (HOPE, 2013)) and made available
to Europeana and other interested service consumers via
OAI-PMH APIs.

4.3 D-NET and HOPE ADI: two-phase approach

As pointed out in (Haslhofer and Klas, 2010), the
use of crosswalks (or mappings) solves structural and
semantic heterogeneities of metadata records, enabling
the population of homogeneous information spaces where
curators and automatic services can operate on. In
the case of multiple input data sources, the typical
approach is that of defining a common metadata format
and establishing mappings from each input format to
the common one. In the case of HOPE, this process
was complicated by the high degree of heterogeneity.
As described above, since the objects and metadata
records collected from the content providers may belong
to sub-communities of the overall ADI, the HOPE
common metadata model tends to abstract over all of
such communities and therefore the mapping from data
source data models into the common data model is not
straightforward. For those reasons, instead of adopting
a “classic” crosswalk from one input metadata format
to one target metadata format, HOPE ADIs adopts
a “two-phase approach”. The first phase solves intra-
profile structural and semantic heterogeneities, while
the second phase solves inter-profile heterogeneities.
The first phase is realised by mapping the metadata
records of all data sources of the same profile onto
metadata records conforming to a given standard data

model for such profile; i.e. MARCXML (library), EAD
(archive), EN 15907 (audio video), and LIDO (visual).
The second phase is accomplished by providing stable
mappings from such standard metadata records onto
records of the HOPE data model. The approach brings
two main benefits: it is easier for data source managers
to map their formats into a standard format in their
community (in some cases they are adopting the very
same standards); and the ADI can export data source
content through standard formats without further data
processing. Data source managers are guided in the
construction of such mappings by ADI data managers,
who are in charge of implementing them in the ADI.
As previously indicated, data managers can possibly re-
use/refine mappings previously defined for similar data
sources.

On the other hand, the adoption of standards can
be a drawback for data richness in cases where the
input format and the common format are richer than
the adopted standard. To avoid that loss of richness,
the standard profiles adopted in HOPE have been
enriched with ad-hoc fields, that providers can use
to channel information not regarded by the standard
format to the HOPE common format. For example,
multilingual descriptions may be lost when mapping onto
MARCXML, even if the common format can represent
them. Therefore, the library MARCXML profile has
been integrated with standard xml : lang attributes,
which can be used by provider to map multilingual
descriptions in the same MARCXML metadata record.

The crosswalks implemented in the HOPE ADI
are described by the aggregation workflow depicted
in Figure 8. The workflow describes the two-phase
crosswalk required to (i) collect the XML records of
one data source, unpackage and transform them into the
relative HOPE profile records, and (ii) to unpackage,
transform and clean such records to generate XML
records compliant with the HOPE data model. A
further crosswalk transforms HOPE XML records into
records compliant to the Europeana Data Model (EDM)
(Isaac, 2011), which can be accessed via OAI-PMH by
Europeana.

D-NET services from different functional areas are
configured and combined by data managers to realise the
flow, which is automatically orchestrated by the system.

Data mediation services have been configured to
handle the (de-)registration and management of a
variable set of data sources belonging to different
content providers (organisations). Each data source is
associated to one of the four HOPE profiles. Services
can collect UTF-8 encoded XML metadata records via
OAI-PMH, FTP, SFTP, HTTP and HTTPS. Thanks
to the flexibility of Data Conversion services, the only
requirements for HOPE data sources is to declare the
XML schema of the records it will provide and make
sure the records will contain one stable identifier. The
guarantee of stable identifiers allows for the creation
of “stateless” identifiers to distinguish records in the
aggregated information space; e.g. datasource stableID.
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Figure 8 The HOPE aggregation workflows

This means, for example, that when XML records are
collected again from the same data sources, possibly
with updated information, their corresponding records
in the ADI will be properly updated. Not only, all the
relationships between such records and other records,
will still hold.

Data Conversion services have been combined and
customised to realise the “two-phase transformation”
and to deliver records to Europeana. In particular,
the HOPE ADI contains one running instance of
the Harvesting Service, Transformator Service, Cleaner
Service, and (Un)Packaging Service, while MDStore
Service and Index Service are replicated to ensure
robustness and availability. The crosswalks for one data
source are implemented by pipe-lining calls to such
services parametrized with the proper transformation
mappings, cleaning rules and unpackaging modules,
defined following the advice of the relative data source
manager. The Cleaner Service is applied only in the
last phase. It has been customised to clean the values
in the metadata fields for languages, countries, level
of description, scripts, type of resources, instantiation
types, rights, and spatial coverages according to the
following standard controlled vocabularies: ISO 639-
3 language codes, ISO 3166-1 country codes, ISO
15924 script codes. For resource types and rights, the
corresponding Europeana vocabulary has been adopted.
Idiosyncratic vocabularies have been generated for level
of description and instantiation types. Synonyms have
been added based on the values used in the original
records. Records which were successfully cleaned are
delivered to the index, for use of the Social History
Portal, and transformed into EDM records to be OAI-
PMH harvested by Europeana. Records which could not
be cleaned are marked as invalid and made available for
inspection via a dedicated user interface. Data managers
can verify which value is invalid and then refine the
affected thesaurus accordingly.

As mentioned above, the HOPE information space is
handled in the form of XML files, stored in Metadata
Store Services and accessible via Full-text Index Services.
As shown in Figure 8, the results of harvesting –

Local Metadata Format (LMF) – and transformation –
Profile Metadata Format (PMF) and Common Metadata
Format (CMF) – are stored in MDStore services, in
order to make it possible to repeat one phase of the
crosswalk without harvesting again the records from
the data source or re-applying the previous phase.
Data curation and enrichment services, i.e. the Content
Checker Service and the Record Tagging Service, have
also been deployed. These allow data curators and data
source managers to: (i) search and browse for records
in the information space in order to check the correct
implementation of the crosswalks, identify records with
insufficient information, check the effectiveness of the
cleansing phase, and identify records that need to be
updated; and (ii) create new virtual, cross-data source
collections by tagging records with historical themes or
social network publishing tags, e.g. objects tagged with
“YouTube” are automatically exported to that social
site.

Data provision services export the information space
via standard SRW/SRU APIs (REST and Web Services).
EDM records produced in the last transformation step
are published via OAI-PMH. Social Network Publishing
Services have also been deployed to react based on the
aforementioned tagging actions.

4.4 HOPE ADI: the accomplishments

The HOPE ADI has today collected about 900,000
DescriptiveUnit metadata records from 14 content
providers, each record describing one or more Digital
Resources, for a total of about 1,600,000. Input records
have been converted into the HOPE common data
model, and then delivered to Europeana as XML records
in EDM format. HOPE digital objects and metadata
records are available from the Social History Portal
(HOPE, 2013) and Europeana. The real challenge for
data curators and data source managers is to exploit
the ADI to maintain a uniform information space of
interconnected objects despite of their heterogeneity, by
continuously refining the mappings, the vocabularies, the
original data source content, and classification tags.
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After the end of the project, the International
Association of Labour History Institutions (IAHLI)
foundation will be in charge of the sustainability of the
HOPE ADI by adopting an economy of scale approach
involving all partners and future institutions willing to
join. From a technical and operational point of view, the
International Institute of Social History in Amsterdam
has been trained by ISTI-CNR to administrate, operate,
and monitor the HOPE ADI and provide support to
content providers willing to register their data sources
or refine their mappings. In the future, further D-NET
functionality will be added to disambiguate and enrich
the information space, namely De-duplication Services
and Metadata Editor Services.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we showcased the need for aggregative
data infrastructures (ADIs) in the Cultural Heritage
(CH) domain and described the important role that
enabling software for ADIs can play in the life-
time of such systems. If ADI sustainability issues
are a common problem in the realisation of such
systems, i.e. due to evolving content, functional and
architectural requirements, in the Cultural Heritage
domain content interoperability also become particularly
challenging, due to the heterogeneity of data models
and granularity of representation. In particular, we
claimed that the realisation of ADIs with a from
scratch approach is not sustainable since the resulting
software typically lacks the re-usability, scalability and
flexibility features required to cope with ADI evolution
in affordable way. On this regard, we presented the
D-NET Software Toolkit, a service-oriented framework
specifically designed to support developers of ADIs to
address the above issues. D-NET adopts a general-
purpose and loosely-components approach, providing
ready-to-use services that can be configured, extended
and composed in workflows to meet the specific
community’s needs. We demonstrated the effectiveness
of D-NET in the CH domain by describing how it has
been adopted in the context of the HOPE project for
the realisation of an ADI implementing a two-phase
approach to metadata record conversion.
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